
Epiphany - 2nd Jan 2022. 

What’s the quickest way from here to 

Bethlehem?  Are you on foot or driving?  I’m in 

my car.   Arr, then that’d be the quickest way. 

How do I get to Bethlehem?  Oh, it’s quite 

easy - but if I was you, I wouldn’t start from 

here. 

There are all sorts of stories about the three 

kings, or wise men, or Magi - and we really 

don’t know if any of them are true.  Only 

Matthew’s gospel has any mention of them, and 

even he doesn’t specify how many there were.  

Our tradition has it that there were only 

three, but that is because there were only 

three gifts - gold, frankincense, and myrrh.  

The Eastern churches would assert that there 

were 12 of them.  Matthew doesn’t help us out 

either way. 

Today we celebrate the Epiphany of the Lord, 

which is actually on 6th January in the 

Anglican tradition, although it is on December 

25th (our Christmas Day) in the Eastern 

Orthodox tradition, and their celebration of 

Christmas is on 7th January. 

The story is steeped in myth and legend, and 

we have no historical evidence for the truth of 

it.  However, it goes back for centuries and 

the considerable embell ishments that 
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accompany it put at least some flesh onto old 

bones, even if we cannot be sure whose old 

bones they were. 

If I were only to preach on provable facts 

from the bible, I would be missing out on some 

of the world’s best literature, not to mention 

some very important allegorical stories, and 

essential theological insights - so sometimes I 

have to ask you to go with me into the realms 

of myth and legend, in order to extract the 

kernel from the nut. 

Here, the kernel is in recognition.  But before 

we go there, I want to share some facts about 

Magi in general - who very definitely did exist 

in Jesus day, and both before and after.  

These men - these Magi - were almost 

certainly not kings; that is a gloss put upon 

them by song and carol writers  of later years.  

The only support for such an assumption is the 

references made to Old Testament prophecies 

in Isaiah 60, and Psalms 68 and 72, where 

kings are said to ‘fall down before him’. 

B u t Mag i were a s t ro l oger s , u s ua l l y 

Zoroastrian, and of the Parthian Empire, which 

was centred in Persia (modern Iran), and 

stretched from Syria to the fringes of India.  

Though the empire was tolerant of other 
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re l i g i ons , i t s dom inant re l i g i on was 

Zoroastrianism, with its priestly magos class.  

As part of their religion, these priests paid 

particular attention to the stars and gained an 

international reputation for astrology, which 

was at that time highly regarded as a science. 

Their religious practices and use of astrology 

caused derivatives of the term Magi to be 

applied to the occult in general and led to the 

English term magic.  

The names of these worthy men have been 

handed down to us from numerous sources, 

notably an Alexandrian paper, written in Greek 

in about 500 AD, in which we find Melchior, 

Gaspar, and Balthasar. 

The online version of Encyclopædia Britannica 

states: "According to Western church 

tradition, Balthasar is often represented as a 

king of Arabia or sometimes Ethiopia, Melchior 

as a king of Persia, and Gaspar as a king of 

India.’ 

In addition to this, each of these men is 

supposed to represent the three ages of adult 

man; Gaspar is old (around 60) with a white 

beard, Melchior is middle-aged (around 40), 

and Balthasar is a young man of 20 or so, and 

more commonly represented as a black 

Ethiopian. 

The gifts they present to Jesus are symbolic 

in most church traditions, although their 
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symbolism differs according to which 

tradition. 

In the Western Church, The three gifts had a 

spiritual meaning: gold as a symbol of kingship 

on earth, frankincense as a symbol of deity, 

and myrrh (an embalming oil) as a symbol of 

death. 

This dates back to Origen in Contra Celsum: 

"gold, as to a king; myrrh, as to one who was 

mortal; and incense, as to a God." 

These interpretations are alluded to in the 

verses of the popular carol "We Three Kings" 

in which the magi describe their gifts. The 

last verse includes a summary of the 

interpretation: "Glorious now behold Him 

arise/King and God and sacrifice." 

Sometimes this is described more generally as 

gold symbolizing virtue, frankincense 

symbolizing prayer, and myrrh symbolizing 

suffering. 

I don’t want to go on with the exposition on 

the Magi for too long, but I think it important 

to give some prominence to them as a 

significant part of our Christmas tradition. 

Before I leave them however, I should mention 

that they almost certainly did not visit Jesus 

on the day of his birth.  Even Matthew says, 

‘After Jesus was born…’ at the beginning of 

our reading, and they visit Jesus and his 
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mother in a ‘house’ - no mention of a stable 

here. 

Some suggest that it may have been as long as 

2 years after his birth that the visit of the 

Magi occurred, to be in keeping with the order 

of Herod that all boys under the age of two 

should be killed in what was called the 

Massacre of the Innocents. 

Back now to the kernel of the story; 

recognition. 

Whatever the truth of the legend of the Magi, 

there remains at the heart of the story that 

the child Jesus was recognized by important 

people, from the far reaches of the then 

known world. 

In our Christmas Day sermon we discovered 

that the invitation to the shepherds - the 

lowest of the low on the social scale of Jesus’ 

day - was significant because it means that 

everyone, regardless of social standing, is 

welcome and invited to come to him.  And not 

just just to come to him, but to relate to him. 

Here was a child some would call illegitimate - 

a bastard - born out of wedlock to poor people 

from a nowhere village and in a nowhere place - 

a stable.   

And now, here is this same child, being 

honoured by the most respected priests of 

foreign nations, who had travelled many weeks 

to see him, and bringing gifts of huge 
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significance - not only for his earthly sojourn, 

but also for his divine recognition. 

This was the moment when Jesus became - in 

metaphorical terms - universal; recognized by 

known world.  Even in his ignorance and fear, 

Herod also unwittingly gave him homage by his 

actions, in an effort to eliminate him.  Herod 

would not have done so if he had not thought 

Jesus a real threat to his power. 

Bringing the relevance of this story into our 

world is easier than you might think, because 

somewhere in the middle of these two strata 

of society, live you and I.  We are not 

polarized as the shepherds and the Magi, but 

we are equally invited and suddenly find 

ourselves at this child’s bedside. 

What are we to do?  Shuffle uncomfortably 

from foot to foot?  Clear our throats in an 

embarrassed fashion and look over our 

shoulders for the door, hoping to make a dash 

for it? 

Or will we respond to this invitation, this 

gentle request for relationship, this steady 

look of love that unseats us - and bend the 

knee; reaching out our hand to take the little 

one reaching out to us? 

Is that so hard a choice?
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